Day 1  Pueblo, CO
Make dreams a reality this spring, and explore majestic canyons, deserts and landscapes created by the most powerful forces in nature. Visit the most spectacular canyons in the nation all in one tour; one of our most popular every year. Kansas travelers will visit Bent’s Old Fort National Historic Site, which features a reconstructed 1840s adobe fur trading post on the mountain branch of the Santa Fe Trail. Oklahoma travelers will visit Cadillac Ranch, which features the tribute to the evolution of the cadillac tail fin and stands along historic Route 66. (Oklahoma patrons will overnight in Santa Rosa, NM.)

Day 2 CB, D  Ignacio, CO
Our drive through the Rockies will be a highlight on its own merit. Arrive at Sky Ute Casino resort in time for dinner and an evening of gaming on our own.

Day 3 B  Chinle, AZ
Arrive at the Durango & Silverton Narrow Gauge Railroad and Museum this morning and board their historic passenger cars constructed in 1879 to haul silver and gold out of the San Juan Mountains. Relive the sights and sounds of yesteryear as the vintage steam locomotive pulls you through incredible panoramas.

Day 4 CB  Flagstaff, AZ
Experience a beautiful Canyon de Chelly Jeep Tour this morning as our local Navajo guide and storyteller takes us on an interpretive journey through the history and legends of this breathtaking natural wonder. We’ll be in awe of the incredible natural formations, ruins, wildlife and fantastic views as well as expert rock art interpretation on a Navajo Indian reservation.

Day 5 CB, L  Flagstaff, AZ
Journey to the Grand Canyon today. The adventure starts with an IMAX Grand Canyon presentation at the National Geographic Visitor Center. Continue to the most visited location in Grand Canyon National Park for the scenic views and vistas of the South Rim. This is what most people have been waiting a lifetime to see. Take in the awe-inspiring views of the canyon from the Yavapai Observation Station. In addition, enjoy lunch at the Bright Angel Lodge.

Day 6 CB  Las Vegas, NV
Leave the rough spires and buttes today and journey to fabulous Las Vegas! Situated in the heart of the famous Las Vegas strip, our hotel is conveniently located to numerous casinos, shows, shopping and restaurants giving us plenty to do during our stay.

Day 7 Bryce Canyon, UT
Walk amid towering cliffs and massive canyons today in Zion National Park. Encompassing some of the most scenic canyon country in the United States, its 229 square miles contain high plateaus and a maze of narrow, deep sandstone canyons. The magnificent color of vivid reds, dreamy pinks and deep creams of the sandstone castles crown the desert landscape in another beloved North American landmark.

Day 8 B, D  Green River, UT
There is no place like Bryce Canyon with its unique rock formations and famous “hoodoos” formed when ice & rainwater wear away the limestone. Take in the breathtaking view as our motor coach weaves along the canyon ridge of this “forest of stone” gaining 2,000 feet of elevation. Enjoy dinner tonight at a local favorite.

Day 9 CB, D  Denver, CO
The forces of nature have acted in concert to create the landscape of Arches National Park, which contains the greatest density of natural arches in the world. Located in a “high desert” this park is home to over 2,000 naturally formed sandstone arches and other unusual formations including famous Delicate Arch. Throughout the park, rock layers tell a story of millions of years of erosion and other geologic events that are still changing today! As we make our way eastward today up the west slope of the Rocky Mountains, we’ll wind our way along the Colorado River toward the plains of home and stop in Denver for a fabulous farewell dinner. (Oklahoma patrons will overnight in Limon, CO.)

Day 10 CB  Home
We may be traveling home today through the plains of Kansas, but we’ll never forget the beauty of our journey through America’s Canyonlands.

Wichita, OKC & Tulsa Departures
Visit the Grand Canyon, Arches National Park and Zion National Park in one fascinating tour!

Wichita Departure: May 31 - June 9, 2018  OKC & Tulsa Departures: May 29 - June 7, 2018

$1789 - PER PERSON DOUBLE  $2339 - SINGLE  $1679 - TRIPLE

$50 DEPOSIT PER PERSON  INCLUDED:
Deluxe Motorcoach Transportation
Quality Accommodations & Luggage Handling
Services of a Village Tours Director
Admissions Listed & 12 Meals

Optional Cancellation Insurance Available

Final Payment Due 35 days before departure

Tour Activity Level:
See page 34 for details
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